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Walsh Invitational  Saturday, September 9, 2017          Walsh Jesuit HS, Stow              
 

Girls                    Place   9 (12)      
 

NAME   PLACE  TIME  VARSITY POINTS 
 Anna Sorine       11  19:58 PR             13(34) 

Hailey Vitolo       14  20:12               12(31) 

Juilia DiBease       45  22:19   6(18) 

Alicia Rodriguez       49  22:29   5(10) 

Ava Strahan       54  22:41   4(7) 

Alex Gessic       58  22:46   3(8) 

Elena Ciolli       63  23:02 PR  2(8) 

Anna Iacofano       67  23:06    0(9) 

Julia Bystrom       96  26:38   0 

Open ----------                        
Sydne Bond       92  27:01 PR  0 

Melissa Leiden       96  27:10   0 

Robyn McLain     108  27:32   0 

Audrey Johnston     153  30:41   0 

  

Boys                    Place 5 (10)      
Tyler Johnson 13 17:34 13(34) 

Patrick Hurley       16    17:49 PR  7(19) 

Tyler Morgan       18    17:52 PR               6(25) 

Tommy Musilek  29 18:29 PR  5(10) 

Hunter Sprankle                      39 18:45 PR  4 (7) 

Kyle Morgan       40    18:47 PR  3(10) 

Alex Garrido       48    19:12 PR  2(10) 

Tory Landgraf       58    19:33   0(2) 

Justin Korth                             61 19:36    0(1) 

JV ----------                       
Caleb Mehls          3    18:34   5(8) 

Dillon Hull   20 19:20 PR   0(1) 

Jacob Roberts   25 19:33 PR  0(1) 

Joe Wills   58 20:54   0 

Connor Hull   63 21:30    0 

Jason Culliton   74 22:56    0 

Jimmy Thomas   79 23:20    0 

Open ----------                       
Mason Vereshack-Price 129 22:26   0 

Gavin LaBoe 163 23:09 PR  0 

Cole Whelpley 211 28:25 PR   0 

 



Not as Bad as It May Appear    If you look at the team scores from Saturday, it may appear on the 

surface that both teams had average to below average performances. This was not the case. In the girls race, you had 

the currently-ranked numbers 4, 7, and 8 teams in our division (CVCA, Chagrin Falls and Poland….they’re from 

Ohio, Sydney). I think you will see Hawken ranked in the top 5 in this week’s polls after their performances at 

Mentor and this week at Walsh. McDonald is currently ranked #2 in the state in Division 3, and I believe that the 

Salem girls may find themselves state ranked after this week as well. The boys also had two state-ranked team in 

their race (CVCA & McDonald), and I think the Poland boys will also be ranked after this week, considering their 

consistent strong performances over the first 3 weeks of the season. Factoring in the quality of the races versus the 

quantity of teams, you will see that both our girls and boys teams handled themselves very well 
 
Be Bored, Man This week, we travel to Youngstown to compete in the Boardman (yup, there’s the bad 

pun….Bored, man….Boardman) Invitational. The race site is the same location as the Regional meet, which is the 

second step towards earning a bid at the State meet in Hebron (still sounds weird to say that) at the end of the 

season. This meet contains a large number of competitors, which means that you’ll want to get out relatively strong, 

and which also means that you will constantly have the opportunity to “ladder up” throughout the race, as there 

should be very few gaps between runners. Let’s put in a great week of practice to get both physically and mentally 

prepared to perform well this weekend. On Workout Wednesday, go out a little stronger than normal for the first 200 

meters of each interval to work on the start you will want to get in the race this Saturday. And for all two of you 

Cleveland Browns fans, be sure to venture over to Boardman High School at some point Saturday and check out the 

sweet picture of a Brown’s legend, Bernie Kosar, a Boardman graduate with a great big head of hair. 

 

Fix the Foundation     Gaps in basement walls can be signs of a weak foundation in your home. Not good. 

Gaps in a team can be signs of a weak pack. Also not good. While we may not possess the ability to repair our 

basement walls, I believe we our capable of strengthening our pack by improving our Tuesday and Thursday base 

runs. If we are willing to commit to the effort that it takes to keep our pack together at a training pace that will make 

it easier to maintain the effort necessary to keep the pack together in competition, then I think we will continue to 

ladder up the final standings in our races each Saturday. This will take a great deal of concentration, determination 

and effort, but if we can find it within ourselves to do this, I believe we will all be very happy with how strong our 

foundation will become, and how successful our team will be.  

 
Harrier of the Week     For the third week, let’s congratulate HAILEY VITOLO and CALEB MEHLS for 

their great performances at Walsh. Hailey had her best performance of the season as she flirted with breaking the 20 

minute mark and closed the gap (sounds like a familiar theme) between her and Anna Sorine. Hailey had an 

incredibly smooth performance and looked in control of her effort. Caleb rebounded from a rough, one-shoe race at 

Mentor and nearly captured the JV team race at Walsh. Caleb looked tall (you are growing) and confident 

throughout his race, demonstrating great determination as he led his team to a strong showing. Congratulations to 

you both! 

 

 

 

 
 

You’ve Got To Want It 

 


